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America's Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper'
,"To deprive a man of MiS
topinion is to rob posterity
and vhe existing generation. If it be right, then
they are deprived of exchanging error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as
it collides with error."
.-JUSTICE BRANDEIS
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By Bill Kitchen
Many Hastings students live a poverty-level life on small
loans from families and friends, and in general have too
little money to reasonably support themselves while studying in law school. Yet, millions of dollars in National Defense Education Act loans are available to most students.
These loans are not available at Hastings because we have no
clerical mechanism to handle the applications. You may
wonder why this situation should continue. There is no
logical reason.
STUPID WASTE

By Earle A. Partington
Former President of the
Yourng Reputblicans at

U.C.', Berkeley
Higher education faces a
crisis in California. For the
upcoming fiscal year, Governorf Reagan has called for
a 10% reduction in higher
education funds and a flat
tuition fee at the University,
of California and the State
Colleges. Exactly what will
this meant to the people of
California 9

RIGHT NOT PRIVILEGE
Aside from small incidental
fees, of which nearly half goes
for medical insurance, never in
the 98 year history of the Univer'sity has tuition been charged.
California has always regarded
education as a RIGHT granted
to California residents not a
dependent upon
PRIV ILEGE
family wealth.

AMERICAN DREAM
California's tri-partite system
of edtication (the University, the
State Colleges and the junior colleges) has become a model
copied in part by many states in
the nation. Never in history have
so many benefitted in order to
in turn benefit this growing
state, It is California where the
American dream of equal opportnity has come the closest. to
Iig realized.

STATE"S INTERESTr
Is it In the Interest of the
state to impose the burden of
tu1ition Qupon these students?
Education is the bulwark of our
ration and a prime factor in our.
"reat economic growth. The
.Zieater a.)person's education, the
greater his potential value to so-

Every hour a Hastings student
works it cuts into,: the amount
of study time possible, the
amount of student interchange
possible, and the amount of stu(ent morale. Each year several
otherwise qualified s tu de nt s
drop out of Hastings because of
the economic hardships.
N.D.E.A. loans could end this
stupid waste.
IRONIC

One must keep in mind that
the cost of procuring loans from
the N.D.E.A. program is only the
clerical cost of processing the
loan applications. The loan fund
itself has already been created
out of income taxes (like the income taxes of Hastings' working
students). Ironic isn't it; as a
student works his way through
Hastings he is paying income
tax for N.D.E.A. loans and that
these loans are available to law
students at Boalt Hall but not at
Hastings.

L. to R. Darryl Schoon, Alan Pendelton, President Silverman, Jarmes Young, Larry Farrell, and
Bill Kitchen (Marshall Thurber not pictured).
By Marshall Thurber
Disturbed by the apparent lack of motion of Hastings' student government, an ad hoc
committee of six first year students met with President Silverman j u s t before semester
break. What, if anything, was our student government doing, and what had it accomplished?
President Silverman, sensing both hostility and deep concern, began with a brief historical,
development of Hastings' student government.
PERMANENT ENTITY

FAIRNESS

In fairness to the Hastings Administration we must remember
that the school is small and several, miles from the University
of California at Berkeley, which
houses Boalt Hall. It would obviously be expensive to hire a
full time staff to process the
NE.DA. loan applications. There
is, however another approach
which should be tried.
SIMPLE SOLUTION

Section 6500 et seq. of the
California Code permits Join
Powers Agreements in o r d e r
that one agency within the government can contract to do the
work of another. The cheapest
way to create the N.D.E.A. program at Hastings would be to
have the B erkeley campus,
which is already processing
many hundreds of N.E.D.A. loan
applications, handle the work for
Hastingrs.
REALISTIC

Naturally, Berkeley administration would not be overjoyed

By Darryl Schoon
MG,-ny tragedies have been laid, by the law, at the feet of
divine Providence, and, as a result, many victims have been
deprived of remuneration. It is difficult to believe that an
entity of our Lord's stature would permit such blatant inequity. "For a just Lord is not unjust." He, in His infinite
wisdom, must have provided a means by which the interests
of- justice could be served; and it is in Governor Ronald
Reagan's Creative Society that His solution can be found and
implemented.
AGENTS OF GOD
There are those who have, and continue to purport that they are
the agents of the Lord on earth. it is moreover true that those who
do so purport are both moneyed and accessible. Who can deny that
just Providence has not provided a means of remuneration for those
innocent victims of the acts of God?

IMPROVED POSITION
The Lord, much like the corporation, exists on this earth through
its agents. Hence, when the Lord brings destruction, the law should
be allowed to bringr service on the nearest church. Indeed, the
sancrosanctity of the churches' position would be strengthened by
legal recognition of the church as God's agent on earth.

CREATIVE SOCIETY
A plethora of possibilities is open to us in this Creative Age.
We must be open and inventive for we are in a new era where anything and everything is within our grasp. Time cherished traditions
which stand in our way (e.g. Free Education) can be surmounted
if we can only rise to the challenge of Governor Reagan's Creative
Society.

During the first seventy years
of Hastings' existence, the college had no permanent home.
On an average, the law school
moved once every four and a
hCalf years. Obviously, under
,such circumstances, it was impossible for any student government to function because there
was no concept of Hastings as a
viable, permanent entity.

50-50 CHANCE
In 1953 Hastingis received its
permanent home. That was the
first step, but Hastings' "revolving door" admissions policy presented a second problem. StueCents, because of this policy,
were forced to concentrate on
grades alone. After all, President
Silverman poignantly pointed
out, "Why would anyone concern
himself with student -government
when he knew he had only a
fifty-fifty chance of ever graduating, from Hastings."

LAST THREE YEARS
It is only within the last three
years that Hastings admissions
standards have reached the point
that the average student no longer lives in fear of flunking out.
Hence, with the removal of this
fear, students began to demand
improvements within the law
school itself. For example, it was
only last year that the library
maintained reg5ular hours on
weekends, that past examinations
were put on file for students to
examine, and that booklists were

distributed to both bookstores
adjacent to Hastings.

NO RESPECT
Before Presrldent Silverman
tookoffcestudent government
at Hastings was totally ineffective. The major reason for this
-Continued on Page 2
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By Robert J. Radway

President., Society of International Law
This month's column is devoted to two related subjects, Hasting's
new Society of International Law, and the decision handed down by

the International Court of Justice (i.e. the World Court) on 18
July 1966 at the Hague. The relationship is in the announcement on
Friday, January 6, 1967, at the Society's last meeting, that they will
be a co-sponsor of a debate on the ICJ's decision, to be held on
February 16th. The other co-sponsors are the San Francisco Bar
Association's International Law Committee, and Boalt Hall's International Law Society. Scheduled for 6:30 p.m. that evening (but not
to include dinner) at the Bar Association Lounge an the 21st floor
of the MILLS BUILDING, 220 Montgomery Street, S.F., the program
should last an estimated two hours. The adversaries will be the
Honorable John D. Mills, Consul-General of the Republic of South
Africa, advocating the majority decision, and Professor John Wilkens championing the dissent, the position taken by (among others)
Judge Philip C. Jessup of the USA. Prof. Wilkens teaches International Law at Boalt.

THE SOCIETY'S PURPOSE

Before reviewing some of the history of this case, commonly referred to as the South West Africa case, some comments on the
Society of International Law are in order. This group first met on
November 18th, and over sixty interested students attended. Discussion centered on ascertaining specific interests of the attendees, and
which needs the Society could fill. The basic question in the minds
of many was, "What Is International Law?" This quesstion was
treated in the INTERNATIONAL FORUM in November's VOIR
DIRE. The next concern was what opportunities were available in

International Law.

SPEAKERS

The Society promptly sought and secured a practicing attorney

who could begin to answer this question. The Bay Area is fortunate
in being one of (if not the) leading Western center of International
activity. Several San Francisco law firms have a significant amount
of international work, and numerous other attorneys "get involved"
with it. Among them is Kenneth F. Phillips of the firm of Feldman,
Waldman, and Kline. Mr. Phillips was Special Assistant to the Administrator of the Agency for International Development (AID),
Department of State, and later General Counsel for the Near East
and South Asia Bureau of AID, which is responsible for US economic assistance operations in Greece, Turkey, the U.A.R., the Middle East, India, Pakistan, and other countries. During June and
July of 1962, he was a member of the U.S. delegation to the Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Paris. Mr. Phillips discussed the AID and opportunities in the public sector (governmental) of International Law.

PRIVATE SECTOR
To attempt to learn more from a non- govern mental point of view,

this was balanced with someone from private industry. The Society
obtained C. Thorne C orse, Counsel for the Bank of America Na-;n+
iation Sn Francvisco. Mr. Corse,
Sa-- vgsAsctionaIrust andL__-30

Though the questions about opportunities will continue to arise,
the speakers will discuss more specific topics, both in terms of
.substantive problems, and geographical or regional developments
in th^o law (and the economic and political factors intricately intertwined therewith). Among topics already being considered are some
Economic Community
aspects of doing business in the European -Continued
on Page 4
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There was San Francisco,
with a couple of empty
houses and the prospect of a
meager theatrical season, and
there was the American Conservatory Theatre, a hundred
actors a nd assorted backstage personnel wandering
from stage to stage like Pirandello's six characters. In
retrospect, it may seem quite
natural that the two groups
should have solved each
other's problems so neatly;
but to San Franciscans, the
prospect of 16 first-class productions in 22 weeks-more
than Broadway gets in a ninemonth season - is more like
a miracle.
Local theatre-goers wh o
saw the company at the Stanford arts festival last summer
and little suspected that a
permanent relationship was
in the offing have almost
been able to taste the coming
offering b e f o r e Tartuffe
opened the season Jan. 21.
It was while performing at
Stanford that the company
let it be known, in letters to
some 30 or 40 guardians of
Bay Area culture, that it was
available and up for bids. San
Francisco, at that time suffering the terminal agonies
of the Actors Workshop, was
ripe for a way to avoid an inquest into Who Killed Cock
Robin.
The timing was fine. The
price, though, was high. William Baer, associate of A.C.T.
General Director William
Ball, estimates that it will
take more than $2 million to
put on the spring and f all
seasons in San Francisco. Be-

The negotiations waltz was
a f ast one; "We didn't have

any time to play games,"
Baer says.
Cyril Magnin, president of
the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce and a prime
mover in bringing the company here, sought evidence
of community support. When
almost ten thousand letters

By PAUL ROGERS
On Friday, December 9th, Mr. Norman Macleod, Esq., a
British Solicitor, addressed the Hastings Law Forum on

"The Judicial System And Legal Professions in England."
The address, although irreverent at times, was an illuminat-

ing exercise in comparative legalistics, but was nonetheless
entertaining.
THE MAN

Mr. Macleod is a British subject who was certified by England's Law Society as a Solicitor
in 1962 after a training period

of five years. He has been in the
"Colonies" for over two years,
and he admits coming to this
country "to sponge off my Uncle
for a vacation," and "on a lark"
decided to stay on. He is now
employed as a legal researcher
with the Montgomery St. law
firm of Bacigalupi, Elkus, Salinger, and Rosenberg.
THE MEANDERINGS

Starting off with a punny explanation of his legal title (solicitor), he quickly captured his
audience with quizzical quips and
acetic asides. Whether his British class-consciousness and denunciatory attitude towards position was a put-on for his audience or not, is hard to tell, but it
did" give his exposition a certain
embarrassingly - pmrovoked levity.
Although he has an adequate
master-y of the King's English,
the American idiom escapes him,

which of course added to the

general hilarity. Woven into the
fabric of his address were jeremiadic digressions w h ich, although caustic in tone, were revela tory of the handicaps of protocol under which the Engrlish
legal profession labors.
THE MESSAGE
Through the use of diagrams
and commentary Mr. Macleod led
us through the labyrinths of Engrland's judicial structure. However, he did not include the Scottish system w hi ch he termed
"barbaric roman law." The mazelike E n g 11is h court structure
amazed the audience, which gave
rise to the expletives of being
glad that we do not have that
particular handicap. T he two
types of English lawyers, barnisters and solicitors, faired just
as poorly.
The bannisters, of which there

and spend five years (usually
without pay) in tutorage by a
solicitor; although this has been
recently changed to three years
at a university and three years
with a solicitor. In either case,
the last seven months are spent
in a school run by The Council.
of the Law Society (somewhat
analogous to our Bar Association) cramming for their certification exams. Anomalously, solicitors can be sued for malpractice.
THE MISERIES
Mr. Macleod differentiated the
types of cases and cour ts where
the barristers and/or solicitors
practice. Apparently the marristers plead within the bar and the
practice. Apparently the barnisTherefore, the barristers mn a y
have a retinue of solicitors, but
they cannot occupy the same of.
fice. A solicitor, appar-ently, must
engage a barrister in crtain
cases. to plead his case before
the bench in certain courts. The
set-up is m o s t confusing, and
once again it d r e w expletives
from the audience. He did go on,
however, to draw parallels between English a n d American
practices. He opined that "'there
are little differences, and the
same problems.' Although the
atmosphere in an English court
is much more severe than in
America, certain judge.4 are politically appointed, they have a
body similar to our grand jury,
arid they have an extensive legal
ald system. However, no contingent fees are allowed, and fees
are decided by the judge according to a rigidly adhered-to schedule.

MISCUES
The actual topical information
t h at Mr. Macleod dispensed,
though chaotic in structure, was
interesting as well1 as intelligible.
However, I found his attitude

and $70,000 arrived in a few
weeks, a citizens committee
headed by Magnin, Melvin
Swig, and Mortimer Fleishhacker, Jr., accepted re-Continuec- on Page 7

other hand, are somewhat sub-

TUITION
Continued from Page 1in all of U.S.S.R., and these men
and other fine professors are
working hand in hand with industry and government. For ex-

servient to the barristers, with

whom they engage in "4class warfare." They are general practitioners trained in practical work,

and egregious; still, he is to be
applauded for his creditable efforts (within one hour) of aj_praising the Law For-um on the
English scene.

TONCISCO/9a

ample, California's leading role
in agricultural experimentation,
in' the peaceful development of
atomic energy, and in oceano-

graphic research are three of the
many areas where the University
has brought strength and wealth

to both California and the nation. Governor Reagan's Creative
Society cannot exist without its
creators, and free education for

all those with ability gives Governor Reagan the broadest base

from which to draw his talent,
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PROF. MILTON D. GREEN
It is increasingly evident that most students
consider themselves very
fortunate to have our two
visiting professors. Both
Professor Milton D. Green
from New York University
and Professor George B.
Fraser from the University

rare gift of "communkcating and getting students
to think.'"

of__Oklahoma

his

have

the
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PLAUDITS
Commented one student, "God,
Professor
Fraser teaches by far the
most boring subject, but
method

is

so

fantastic

it is generally agreed that no law school in the country
has a finer faculty than Hastings. Moreover, the physical
plant and. the student body rank in the "superior" class.
W~hy then is Hastings College of the Law so relatively unknox\,n to the community at large?
TRITE
The overworked. phrase "student apathy" is the most
monresponse to why Hastings' community status is so
smrall. Is this the real reason? Our neighboring law school,
IBoalt. Hall, certainl,r has no better faculty, physical plant or
student body than Hastings, yet is commonly agreed in the
Bay Area that their law graduates are of a higher quality
Than Hastings'.
MENTAL ENVIRONMENT
Since the faculty, physical plant and students are of
similar quality, one must look for an area where the two
schools differ significantly in order to explain this "status
gap. The inost blatant area of difference is the mental environment of the two law schools.
UNLIKE BOALT HALL
1Unilike Boalt Hall, Hastings does not haVe adequate funds
for needy students. As Mr. Kitchen's article lucidly points
out, m-any students Cat Hastings work 20 hours a week and
live a poverty-level existence on small loans from families
and, friends while studying law. These economic problems

not only cut into the amount of study time possible, but they

also seriously cut student interchange and identification
ivith the law school. The fact that Hastings' administration
can,.Nwith a little effort, change this situation by providing
N.D.E A. loans (see: Millions in Loans, page one) is very

is no mnore immune to flunking out during his third year than
a student with a 70 average for the same two year period. By
not allowing the students to average their grades cumulatively, Hastings provides -no basis for student security, and

AME

ARM
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PROF. GEORGE B. FRASER

that I actually get excited
over such things as venue
and diversity." Commented another, "This is my
senior year at. Hastings
and Professor Green is
certainly one of the legal
giants as far as teaching
goes. He is so enthusiastic
that I become completely

absorbed in his class." reputation to continue,
These two quotes typify we must avail ourselves of
student opinion with re- every opportunify to obgard to our visting pro- tain more of t he very
f esso rs.
best. How about a petit ion: "permanent posirTHE FUTURE
f ions for visiting profesHastings has one of the sors.
finest law faculties 'in the
country. In order for this
Thurber

without this basis students are forced to concentrate upon
grades rather than upon legal development as a whole,
SOCIO-LEGAL-MINDED
As President Silverman correctly pointed out (Voir Dire,
Nov. 15, 1966), "today's law student can no longer ignore
the complex state of American society. The great law school
produces students who are not just legal minded but are
socio-legal-minded.
HASTINGS, GREAT?
Is Hastings College of the Law a "4great law school"? It
has the faculty, physical plant, and the students, but it lacks
the mental environment.
-Thurber

THE SUPERIOR COURT
of the
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Courthouse., San Diego

The Editor, Voir Dire
Hastings College of the Law
198 McAllister Street
San Francisco, California

December 21. 1966

Dear Sir:
I read with considerable interest the issue of November 15th,
particularly the article entitled "Hastings' History" which was
accompanied by the graphic display of Hastings' peripatetic development.
Were the matter on the Law and Motion Calendar, I should
have to grant a motion to strike that portion of the story and
picture which indicates that Hastings occupied the Call Building
from 1932 to 1933., I would have to take judicial notice of the fact
that I enrolled in Hastings in 1932 and attended continuously until
grraduation in 1935, with all of my classes held in the basement
(rear) of the State Building. A minor matter perhaps because the
school may well have been in the Call Building at some other time,
but surely it will not be considered out of place to a~sk accuracy of
lawyers, embryonic or otherwise.
Most cordially and with all good wishes,
Sincerely,
GEORGE A. LAZAR, '35

Have somethA11fg
to say? Gollsu/tl
the/ VOIR DIRE

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE
LAW LIBRARY
New Books added to the Library

(Faculty recomi-cndations only)I
LOAN DESK OR STACKS
Amnerican Bar Association. Section of Corporation, Banking
and Business Law. Business
financing. 1963.
Bittker, Boris I., and Eustice,
James S. Federal income taxation of corpoi-ations. 2d ed.
1966.
Bonneyville, Joseph H., and other-s. Orgranizing and financing
business. 6th ed. 1959.
Carey, Homer F., and Schuyler,
Daniel M. Illinois law of future interests. 1941.
Cheyney, Edward P. The dawn
of a new era, 1250-1453. 1936.
Eva-n,, Willilam M., ed. Law and
sociology: exploratory essays.
1962.
The Foundation directory. Edition 2. 1964.
Gcarrett, Edmund W., and Garrett, H. G. The law of nuisances. 3d ed. 1908.
Joint Committee on Continuing
Education of the American
Law Institute and the American Bar Association. Consolidated index io five ALI-ABA
practice handbooks on the Uniform commercial code. 1965.
McCoy, Philbrick. The deposition
officer: a manual for the guidance of notaries public, certified shorthand reporters, and
attorneys in the taking and
completion of depositions under the law of California. 1966,
Morris, Clarence. Studies in the
law of torts. 1952.
O'Gorman, Hubert J. Lawyers
and matrimonial cases: a study
of informal pressures in private
professional
practice.
1963.
Presidents and deans of American colleges and universities.
1966/67.
PERIODICALS AND SERVICES

CCH. Federal secur-ities law re-
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Continued from Page 1Continued from Page 2also referred to as the Common Market) and similar pro(EECgrams involving Central and South America, and trading in the
Orient. Any ideas on the subject should be communicated to one of
the members of the steering committee, or left in the Society's mail
box in the student lounge. Like the South West Africa case debate,
participation in some of the more specialized programs will be
limited to members only, in the future.

COOPERATION WITH OTHER GROUPS

No. time was wasted in establishing working relationship with
the Bar Association's International Committee, and two of the officers attended a dinner meeting of the Stanford International Law
Society in December, at which time the Malaysian Ambassador was
the featured speaker. Stanford is sponsoring a symposium on March
1-3, 1967, on "Aiding the Developing Countries: International Law
and Economics," which will be conducted by ten prominent educators and practitioners. Members will be eligible to attend this, also.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

The International Committee has reported plans for a joint
meeting in S.F. sometime this spring with the American Society of
International Law (ASIL), to which the ASIL will send representatives from the federal government, academic community, corporate
legal departments, and law firms to participate in and lead panels
on various phases of International Law. Hastings' Society has been
invited to participate. The ASIL is the parent organization, from
which sprang the Association of Student International Law Societies (ASILS), to which Hastings has applied and should-be formally
affiliated shortly. Members of the ASILS are student members of
the ASIL. The Bar Association Committee also plans a Continuing
Education of the Bar program on International Law in the fall.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA CASE

But the February 16th debate is especially timely now, in view
of almost constant international attention in recent months to the
apartheid government of Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith. This
same policy exists in the Republic of South Africa, and is being inflicted by the latter onto the South West African territory and its
inhabitants. This is the apartheid policy which has been denounced
in countless declarations of governments of other countries, and
United Nations resolutions, and which (by confirmation from Respondent's own witnesses at- the lengthy court hearings on the
merits) has not allowed one "native" in the more than forty years of
the relationship to be qualified in law, medicine, engineering, dentistry, or registered nursing. It prohibits formation or joining of a
labor organization with rights of collective bargaining by a native.
No native may be employed in a skilled occupation, or move from
place to place w ithout official permission, or res-ide (except for
purposes of labor) in areas designated "White." No native has a
voice*in government or the administration of native affairs. This was
left unscathed by the decision of the ICJ.

HISTORY

The Territory of South West Africa, which was a German colony
prior to World War I, was entrusted to the Union of South Africa
in late 1920 as a Class C Mandate under the Covenant of the League
of Nations. South West Africa is the last remnant of the League

money. (2) More, better educated law students will actually
make it to graduation day and
thus decrease the per capita cost
afas
it
reporting
news
on
report
An imposing 226-page
of each graduate. (3) If Hastings
fects the administration of criminal justice has just been ultimately has 500 students obissued by the American Bar Association's Advisory Commit- taining the $2,000 N.E.DA. loans
tee on Fair Trial-Free Press. The Committee, brought into each year. the San Francisco Bay
being as a result of the great renaissance of interest in the Area economy will contain one
criminal law, offers a "Tentative Draft of Standards" to million ($1,000,000) more each
This mo-ney will pass from
regulate the dissemination of information relating to such year.
to wholesalers and
retailers,
trials.
In just the rethe Columbia Broadcasting Com- manufacturers.
Its proposals have two main
tail transactions, the -first pasor
"reversal
that
argues
pany
thrusts.
iret lmi-mistrial is a small price to pay sage of that million from our
oul
One imose
rct limi-es for a press as free to cover the students $40,000 in Califoirnia
sd
imo
uldh
ttones o
ofjudesadministration of justice as the sales taxes, will be generated.
n
te cnduc
tatins
attorneys, law enforcement of- American Presidency." This is This $40,000 will more than offclearly an e sp o usal1 of non- set the cost of processing the 500
ficers, and judicial employees,
loan applications. (4) The jobs
Information would thus be dried judicial standards.
now occupied by Hastings stuthese
as
chronic
and
Virulent
surc
up t isbysel-reulaion
differences appear to be, we hold dents would be available for the
surc
up t is bysel-reulaion
from within the legal establish- that they can yield to reasoning unemployment in the Bay Area,
NO DELAY NECESSARY
discussion. What is neededment itself,
There is no need for delay,
the
The second would operate on w ha t we call for -is
be- Section 6504(c) of the California
of warf are
bynes-gthr-cessation
posibe ecese
tween press and Bar and its Government Code provides, "ad-.
piblaenecsseanbyinesgahera c io ns hre replacement with a cooperation
ingagecie.
vances of public funds may be
would be through the" use of a whose premise is that both are -made for' the purpose set forth
limited contempt power, a pro- working towards the same end. in the agreement, (Joint Powers
Agreement) such advances to be*
and
cedure followed comm only in That end is the preservation
those two repaid as provided in said ag'ree-:
ut arel emloye in protection of each ofrights
Britin,
here ment.
Britin,
ut arel emloye in great constitutional
Thus, it would seem
involved, the fair trial guaran-T that through a Joint Powers
the past un d er the American
teed by the Sixth Amendment
Agreement Berkeley, Hastings
tradition of laxity in controlling
and the freedom of press guaran- can establish an N.D.E.A. stutrial publicity,
dent loan program almost im
T h e r e will be nothing auto- teed by the First.
mediately.
Fuchsberg
D.
Jacob
matic a b o u t -1,he acceptance of
these proposals so as to render
them eff ective. That can come
mHW
about only through the give-andt a ke of a voluntary person-to-E
U A
p e r s o n dialogue between the
A
news-gathering and legal fraternities, all the more so since our
press is not subject to the cenA T I
S
tralized type of authority which
By Darr,-yl Schoon,
miore nearly characterizes the organized Bar.
"a
sbttecytlie
prejudices of the comrmrunty."
sbttecytlie
TRIAL, therefore, joins with "a
-Ian Fleming
Orville Richardson, Chairman of
Mn
ftoesandIl
suburban
affluent
n
America's
i
Mayothsspwe
ATL's National Committee on
Ethics, in a call for a series of tracts are openly rejecting t]be values of their surrounding
broad-scale, nationwide, o p e n culture. They have, instead, created their own culture-one

hearings on this question.

All

ferred taking any stand on the
to function in 1 939.
S oon af ter dissolution of the L-eague and initiation of the UN
operations, it became obvious that South Africa's conception of its
legal obligations under the Mandate was inconsistent with that of
other UN members. In 1947, South Africa submitted its first and
last report to the UN, and thereafter openly referred to the "previous" Mandate, since expired.

ADVISORY OPINION

The UN General Assembly requested an Advisory Opinion from
the ICJ in 1949, and the following year the court ruled that as the
Mandate was created in the interests of the inhabitants of the territory, and humanity in general, if the former had lapsed, the authority of the Mandatory to govern it would also have lapsed. Despite
the disappearance of the League, the court advised that the UN
perform a similar international supervisory function, and that South
Africa was under an obligation to submit to the authority of the
General Assembly. The tenor of this opinion was repeated in two
supplementary opinions by the court in 1955 and 1956, but South
Africa continued to maintain its contention that the Mandate had
lapsed, and no efforts by the Assembly to negotiate with South
Africa on the basis of the opinion were thereafter successful.

RESORT TO LITIGATION
It was the hope of the applicant states, Ethiopia and Liberia,
both former members of the League at its dissolution and present

members of the UN, that the dishonored though authoritative Advisory Opinion would be transformed into an enforceable judgment.
The decision to submit the controversy to the ICJ for adjudication
was the result of a long road of frustrated political attempts, and
came after feasibility studies and preparation of legal memoranda.
A parallel opportunity would be created for adjudication of the
compatibility of the racial discrimination of apartheid, with the international obligfation (Article 2 of the Mandate) to promote to the
utmost the well-being and social progress of the inhabitants. The
issues to be determined were: (1) Whether the Mandate was still
in force, (2) Whether the UN had supervisory authority, and (3)
Whether South Africa was violating its legal obligations contained
in the Mandate agreement.

DECISION

-1962

South Africa entered preliminary objections, challenging the applicants' standing to sue, and contending that the court had no
power to hear or adjudicate upon the questions of law and fact
raised (i.e. of the jurisdiction of the court). On December 21, 1962,

Continued on Page 7

Advisory

Committee's

sugges-

tions until after they have been
aired in the debate.Foexmlas

Even regulation of the Bar in
such matters is not simple and
one-sided. When is there a duty
of counsel to s p e a k out? How

far may counsel go without peril

to protect the reputation or business of a client, or to point up
that the issue is one of public
concern?

Erroneous and preju-

dicial reporting certainly needs
to be corrected. An acquittal
should be publicized. What of the

post-trial, but pre-sentencing peniod? T he re are many other

Ithe use1Q
with its own music, mores, an dropite smbolized by

byanwoendcfltr n
FoPeapllatNOe

Pyanwon
oncO

vn nber, the clerk at the Haight
copy of
Street Psychedelic Shop was arrested after sellingofa the
San
member
a
to
BOOK
Lenore Kandel's THE LOVE
Francisco Police Department t.The clerk was charged with
selling material he knew to be .obscene.

TEL )VE BOOK

The Love Book, as the na-me implies, is a book on loveor rather it is a woman's po etical testament on the joys of
sexual intercourse. As such, it is undeniably frank in its
is not only refreshing,
language. To many, such frc-ankness of
San Francisco, howaajority
mf
the
To
but also beautiful.
ever, it constitutes only "har di-core" pornography.
MO )TIVE

The issue of alleged obs cenity not the most Important
questions, many of which have issue-the motive for the ar -rest is. The Psychedelic Shop,
been touched upon by the Coin- located in the middle of thite Haight-Ashbury district, is a
mittee but which are not widely gathering place for many of the adherents of 'this new subuiderstood, even among lawyers.cutr.Iisnthsaedt
trict where Moe's Bookstore was
The whole matter is complex,
utr.Iti'nte
aeds
operate.
to
a
permit
refused
delicate, e v e n incendiary. AlNOT Al RBITRARY
ready the Committee's press proA previous article in the -Voir Dire (see:- Police Denial,
posals have touched off quick
newspaper comment that its cau- Oct. 15, 1966) termed the bookstore refusal an arbitrary
Itiously-put, "tentative recommen- police action. Such action woas not arbitrary nor was the ardation" for a limited contempt rest of the clerk in the Psy'chedelic Shop arbitrary. These
power constitutes the advocacy actions were a direct outgroi wth of the conflict between the
of a "brownout," "'the. closed "hg"Hitcuur
an I the "straight" culture. The
door," and "denial of the right of "hih"raight
hi ctresadre trying to harass the growing
yteratosa
srihs
the public to know."
)join the new social, movement,
A le a d ing editorial writer number who have decided to ELAW
THE
warns against disarming journalThe law, as manifested it n these incidents, seems to be a
istic crusaders "in their endeavors to help free the innocent or definite participant in the cc)nflict. It is emerging not as an
to arouse the country to injus- arbitrator, but instead, as a tforce being used by one side
tices born of racism, bigotry, or in the social skirmish. As William Seagle wrote in THE
community pressures."
US FRLW
luxury of litigation .,,the
Tec istly
AW "Tec.
The c o u r t s have begun to QUSIO
free themselves from
.cannot
speak out on their own, notably hegemony of judges who
and race and all the multitudieclass
their
of
limitations
the
senthe
in
in the recent decisions
of legal equity
sational Estes, Sheppard, and nous prejudices of life mak( ethe enjoyment
Ruby cases. But the president of illusory for most,"

KA#%nA5u
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Read what the follown students hv

ORD BARRVIWC
* DON HAZLEWOOD (Hastings) comments:
"Lectures were good w I think the objective questions and
answers are helpful- as were the scathing comments on style
and approach."
* RICHARD W4, JOHNSON (Golden Gate) has this to say:
"7 was very impressed and greatly helped by your method
Of teaching and examination."
* WILLIAM E4 TRAUTMAN (Boalt) writes:
"In light of my success, I, of course, appreciate the simm
plicity of your course as compared to others given in California. As you promised in your initial brochure, unnecessary
preparation was avoided."
1I think the way your course was "4n was exemplary. I
admired the fact that despite the strain of travel and a new
course, etc. you were under last summer, youi maintained a
sense of humor, which made the "chore" enjoyable. The prac..
tice exams, the grading system and the tricks of the trade
were all very helpful."t
* DANIELLE TRAVIS (Hastings) comments:
"Mlany thanks for your help in'offering such a fine course
of instruction as wvell as constructive criticism in grading our
exam,questions."
"Enclosed is a copy of answers to questionaire of California Dept. of Education:
Q. "How would you rate the instruction?"
A, "Superior and excellent!"
Qo "Would you recommend this school to others?"
"Positively yes"f

Aa

Q.
A,

Additional remarks--"Dr. Nord has. an' outstanding course, is an able
competent professor and'is a credit to his pro-*
fessions of lawyer and teacher."

M, RISSE (lBoalt) has this to say:
"I felt at the time and still feel the course was very ef'.
fective, and the best of those offered in San Francisco (as~determimed from comments by persons taking others).,"

*Es

*DAVID LYMAN (Hastings) writes:
"In regard to the course itself my overall comments are
very favorable, and it was a pleasure to have studied under
you for tMe summer, I am very much in favor of the type of

osyaot

system that you employ, that is, one man instructing in all of
the courses. This affords personal contact and further makes
your "How to" experience more readily available. I feel the
individual attention to problems 'as they arose in class and to
our particularfailings and strong points is one of the major
selling Points of your course"
6 R. K. J3IRKIE (Hastings) comments:
17 am sure that the stress you placed on witling the
exams was instrumental in my passing the bar."t
"I hope you have a great deal jof success in" California',
r will certainly -recommend your course."
* CRAIG JORGENSEN (Hastings) has this to say:
"I think you are definitely 'on the right track'.&1I have6
Passed the word and will continue to do so."
0
" PAUL A. GEIHS (Hastings) writes:
"Needless to say, your review course was most benef'cialo
in helping mie to pass the California Bar. I will recommend
it highly."
* Fe M. WALKER (University of San Francisco) comments.
"Your general presentation in the study materials and
the question-answer lecture method were succinct and helped
me tie up the "loose ends" of my legal knowledge."
"Thanks forr the swell course. I think your 1-man sys,tern Is the best."
* RUBY L, RODGERS (Santa Clara) has this to say:
"Thank you for a very stimulatingreview course, I didn 't
expect to enjoy it so much."
* ERIC OLSON (Harvard) writes:
"I was seriously, seriously worried that I might not pass
(thus blemishing not only my own record, but causing you to
lose your first Harvard graduate) because rather than being
able to hold a job where I was given time off to attend lec"'
tures and a month off with pay to study just before the Examt,
I was holding down a full time job and had no time off until
the day beqfore the exam, If it had been necessary for me to
attempt to review on the basis of the. totally comprehensive
materials of the Wicks course,. I am sure that not only would
I1have been unable to review all the written materials, but t
would have been bogged down in such a mass of material ia
those courses that.. could have reviewed that I never could
have written it1 all down anyhow."

LECTURE FACILITY: Masonic Temple, 25 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, Californi
S UMME R SE SSIO0N SCHED ULIE:

rdyeeig
Registration: Advance registration by mail. Classes meet Thursdyax
aei none.
from 6 to 10 P.M. and Saturday 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. for 8 weeks. June, July and Aug ust (dates to be fixed when Ea
Tape lectures available for each school,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
NORD CALIFORNIA BAR REVIEW COURS
I1I1 NEW

MONTGOMERY STREET, SUITE 300*

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94105*

REGISTRATION PLANS:,
LECTURE COURSE: Fee $175, payable upon registratioft
Optional Registration Plans for Lecture Course allow
you to find out for yourself whether our course is as good as
we ay i't is:
(a) $25.00 payable upon registration, entitles a student
to the first two weeks of the Lecture Course, fully refundable
it the student then elects to withdraw from course; or
(b) $50. 00 payable upon registration, entitles the student
to use the Course materials during the schoolyear and to the
first 2 weeks of the Lecture Course, $25.00 of which is rev
'fundable if the student then elects to withdraw from the course,
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE: A complete correspondence
course, completely paralleling the lecture Course., Fee: $175,
payable upon registration.

PHON:7128

The Course is5 supervised by Dr.
Melvin Nord, formerly of the law
faculties at Wayne State University
and University of Detroit and a
practicing attorney. Dr. Nord has
done graduate work at the University of Michigan, is the author o/
numerous articles and books, has
had over 20 years of teaching ex-,
perience bon the collegiate and
graduate levels, and has taught
refresher courses for over 20
years, All the Bar Review CourseMaterials have been. personally
prepared by Dr. Nord, and he"
delivers all the lectures.
mmwmumwwp

Hastings College of the Law
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,all
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This year's Barrister's Ball, co-sponsored by the Hastings

San Francisco State College
January 12, 1967
RESOLUTION
Recent public statements
and actions make clear that
in the effort to achieve governmental economies th e
new state administration is
considering tuition fees and
also substantial reductions in

the budgetary support per
student in the public colleges

and universities of California.

Any such effort to economize at the expense of public education has an immediate and disastr-ous effect upon educational planning and
must raise grave fears for

the future of education in
this state.
By Marshall Thurber

It is not an uncommon event for a Hastings student to
become a father while working for his degree, but it is
quite uncommon for a Hastings student to become a mother
while working for her degree. Mrs. Sally Kendrick gave birth
to an eight pound six ounce baby boy on December 13th.
The father, a 1965 graduate of Hastings, is presently employed
with Hoge,, Fenton, Jones, and Appell in San Jose where he is
specializing in personal injury defense. Both he and his wife attended Occidental College in Los Angeles and were married before
they came to Hastings.
Sally, like her husband, is a top student at Hastings and very
JI
nterested in the law. In fact, the two plan to practice law together
when their Son, Thomas Dixon Kendrick, is a little older.

omm,

NEWS AND VIEWS

The Academic Senate of
San Francisco State College,
a representative

b o dy

of

teachers and scholars, sees
it as the obligation of the
teaching profession, in such
a moment, to re-examine the
principles on which our system of public education has

been built, principles fundamental to the purposes of

our institutions and to the
sound education of California' s youth.
1. Public education is not
free; it is paid for from tax
revenues, most of which are
children seek their education
in public schools. Under no
circumstances should public
education be financed by a
direct tuition charge made to
students. No matter ho w
many scholarships are offered, the final effect of direct tuition f ees is to make

educa-tio n esy for the afflui-

FOR THE
WOMENIS PAGE
amWELCOME
R it:

repugnant. A democratic and
morally acceptable alternanative is to support public

education from public tax

funds-as heretof ore.
2. The quality of a civilization is in large part determined by the quality of the
education it can offer its citizens. To economize in education is to impoverish the
future, not only for those deprived of a chance to learn
but also for those lu ck y

Delicatessen
and
Restaurant
234 McAllister
STUDENT MEAL TICKETFull course meals usually $2.60 each if purchased separately. Wide selection. No restrictions

-

feed your friends and relatives too!

Wives Club and the Associated, Students will be held. at the
Sheraton-Palace Hotel, Market at New Montgomery, on February 25, 1967. It will be in two rooms of this f amous old.
San Francisco hotel. The dancing itself will be in the Ralston
Room to the music of the Dick Rhienhart Orchestra. Refreshments in the form of alcoholic bever-ages ill be avail-,
able in the adjoining Pied Piper Bar. Ti-is Pied PipBar
is a famous San Francisco room, so named bDec,-eLse of' the
large, room length painting upon one of its xxails; it normally
is opened to "males only." But for this special occasion the
hotel has consented to allow female patronage also. Howvever,
the bar will be open only to persons 21 years off age and.
older. The festivities will last from nine o'clock in the eve-,
ning until one o'clock in the morning.
LAST YEAR'S BALL SUCCESSFU L
Ask anyone who attended. last year's Bali They xxiii[ tell
you that it was a roaring success and that much fun %xNas had.
by all who attended. The only complaint heard acbout last
year's affair was that the band went home too early. This
year we have retained the band for an additional hour and.
four hours of fun instead of three can be had by all. So get
your dates or tell your wives. The date will soon be upon us.
The date again, February 25, from 9 p.m. until 1 am., for,
the small tariff of four dollars per couple. Tickets will soon
be available from your section, representativ-es or through
the wives club.

WIVES' CLU-B
By SHERYL POMERENK

The arrival of the New Year brings anticipation. of the
annual Spring Lecture Series for the Hastings Wives' Club.
"Legal Procedures" is the theme for 1967. a good basic sub-,
ject for all wives. Dean Joe H. Munster. Jr. and. Professor

Richard R. B. Powell planned the course and the speakers,
with Dean Munster giving the opening class. 'rTe date is
Saturday, February 4.
tures given at Hastings from
The text for the course, Materials for Legai Method by Dowliag, Patterson and Powell, is optional. However, 'most wives will
find it a useful supplement to the
lectures. It can be purchased at
law bookstores for $8.50.
SIGN UP EARLY
The series will run through
the end of April, with the lec-

higher education is a xwidespread misunderstanding of
the social role of colleges and
universities. Higher education is not solely technical
education; it is education

also in the rights and responsibilities of free men. The
cornerstone of all sound education is freedom of thought
and expression. This freedom must not be hedged and
cannot find a substitute in

moral or political indoctrination. Only the narrowest kind
of technical education is compatible with an insistence on
moral and political orthodoxy; and such an insistence
is f atal to a free society. The
principle f r o m which the
greatness of western civilization springs is that the unex-

amined lif e is not worth living; its corollary is that the
purpose of education is to
enough to be able to afford further the examination of
education. The deprived suf- life. No reputable educationfer directly and personally, al enterprise can go forward
financially and morally; the without the guarantee of the
fortunate suffer from the de- constant exercise of freedom
terioration of public life that of thought and expression,
the weakening of an educa- no matter how painful the extional system entails. This ercise of t hat freedom someconviction that education is times may seem.
the -most necessary expense
At this critical point in the
of any civilization has marked history of California's instiour national and state history tutions of higrher learning,
from the beginning. The only the Academic Senate of San
defensible economics in edu- Francisco State College asks
cation are those made pos- for the understanding, good
sible by improved-not merely new - teaching methods

and patterns of instruction.
3. The chief problem at
the present time in securing
adequate public support for

11:40 a.m. to 1:10 p.m. on Satut days. You must be a WIve Club
member to attend, but the $2.00
dues will be accepted at the door.
Tliose who are signling Up then
are urged to come eat-ly so the
lectures can get started on time.
The lectuires provide a great
oppoi-tunity to g et better acquainted with the- technicalities
aid terminology o-(- this v ast field
chosen by o ur husbands. The
set-ies put-posefully begins after

rtcgular Saturday classes arc

over

so that child car-c and transportation pi-oblems at-c easier. ('Children and/ot- cars -_uc usually beinge exchanged curbside en Masse
at 11:351)
DANCE
Also in the planning stagies
for February is the annual IHastings all-school. dance to be held
again this year at the She ratonPalace. The date is Satutday, Februaty 25. The dress ranges from
dressy to fot-mal, depending on
your mood and your budget. All
faculty and students atcren-ged
to bring their husbands, wives
and sweethearts to this gncala affair. Ticket information will be
forthcoming in the "Wives Newsletter" and through posters at
school.
All martied students are reminded about the special Emergrency F u n d sponsored by the
Wives' Club. Loans up to $200
are available for unf oreseen
emergencies that may ar-ise during the year. (No, extravagrent
Christmas shopping won't qualiInterested students may
fy!)
get more information by contacting the Dean's Office.
POST CARDS
All wives on the club's mailing list received a postcard asking for information alongr with
their Newsletter t h. i s month.
Please return these as soon as
possible. If you are a wife and
at-c not on the mailing list, jot
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STUETGVR
Continued fromn Page 1was Hastings' "junior high
school" Constitution which had
no administrative force, an essential ingredient if a government is to have power. Lacking
this power, the student government did nothing, and in doing
nothing it earned no respect.

N

8) creating a student directory
9) making arrangements to
have final exams returned
to the students.

By HARRISON J. SHEPPARD
The maxim "Hard cases make bad law" suggests several
interpretations. The usual sense of the maxim, however, iS
LACK OF
COMMUNICATION
that making an exception to a sound general rule of law to
In closing, President Silverprevent a harsh result in an unusual case tends to displace
man pointed out that the major
the sound rule with a poor one. Stated otherwise, compasIMPROVEMENT
reason that students felt that
sion's legal progeny are not well conceived. This idea is
This past summer President their government was not doingr
Silverman spent 15 to 20 hours
all that could be done stemmed
usually offered in an opinion as an apology for a decision
.week at Hastings working as from the lack of communication
that is a legalist's haven and a layman's hell. See, e.g., Pairthe students' principal agent. between the concerned parties.
linko Will, 394 Pa. 564, 148 A.2d 528 (1959).
Besides instigating a student Presently, Hastings' student govelection code, he formulated a ernment is trying to establish a
The maxim implies that there is a conflict between renew, more functionable, stu- firm foundation from which
quirements of policy and the demands of stare decisis on the
dent Constitution. The greatest
future student governments can
innovation of this new Consti- build. For example, one may
one hand and the particular exigencies of the case before
tution was the creation of admin- disagree with some of the approthe court on the other. But the common law, its passion for
istrative hoards; it is these priations on the student governpredictability notwithstanding, leaves considerable latitude
boards that research the various ment budget, but before this
motions of the Governing Coun- criticism is too harsh students
for the sounder result in any particular case; the conflict
cil,
until this
should remember claimed in the maxim does not, or should not, exist. Every
governstudent
Hastings'
year,
RESULTS:
case is decided upon its peculiar facts. Precedents govern
ment had no budget to criticize.
With this new Constitution,
results only where the facts of a case are sufficiently similar
President Silverman, his adminmuch to those of a cited precedent to require application of the
"Ter asteen
istrators, and our elected reprerule of the precedent to the case before the court. Considersentatives have done the followirng:
ing all the facts of the "hard case," application of the gener-al
1) created the first full scale
rule should be precluded, not required, since the general
atii
coPanonatsti
orientation week
rule will not have emerged from facts sufficiently similar
Continued from Page 12) created the first full scale
to those before the court to impel its application.
intramural program consponsibility f o r whatever
sistingo of tennis, football,
This proposition is evident if one supposes that the set
hEre,"sysBe"Isw
ty
golf, bridge, skiing with amounts are not covered by
of
facts
which constitute the "hard case" is the first case
basketball and other sports
ticket sales or by the $245,within the relevant area of the law which comes before the
to follow
3) published the first athletic GOO the Ford Foundation has
court. Is it likely that the result the court would reach, not
Board Schedule and Infor- given A.C.T. for training and
being bound by prior decision, would be patently unjust?
mation
operations. The Chamber has
Obviously not. The court would announce its decision on the
4) sold Cal. Athletic Car-ds on
Chicago, which also con- daoe, allallytalkhinkosn basis of the extraordinary facts of the case before it and its
Hasting(s camnpus for the
ducted a public campaign,
firs),tim.ne
decision would be no precedent for the ordinary cases which
also got A.C.T. Following the
5) created Hastings' first seal
would follow. Viewed in this wlay it seems clear that stare
and class ring~:
1967 spring season, the comdecisis can never be offended by reaching the desirabla(1
another,
we
can
unite
the
6) obtained
vending
mna- pany will begin three years
result in a particular case.
chi-ti revenues for student
creative
forces;
and
the
fiof split runs, playing the fall
govieinme4 plus increased
Of course there is a danger, implied in the maxim itself,
nancial hierarchy of the comthe amount of machines in one city and the spring in
that an inattentive court will generalize from the decision
will
unite."
m~iunity
and quality of service
another.
Some steps in this direc- of the particular case and formulate a new rule which leads
7) increased library hours
While attacking the incredduring
i;hristmas v a cible task of mounting 16
tion
plays (nine of them new to
8) installed statnp machine in. the repertory) in the two fre1.Lu age1,
netic months since its arrival

Y urn

10) t

-o fi r st si g ni

%i
n te

the community will include

Code at Hastings
14) expanded. the Voir Dire
from six to ten issues
t15) created the fir-st student
Holusing'iBureau
16) took first survey of student commuting, parkingr
and eating, needs.

IN THE FUTURE:
Hastings student government
isc-in the Pi-ocess of:
1) getting health coverage at
Califor-nia Medical Center
2) creating our- ownl student
co-op bookstore
3) cr-eating a special motorcycle parking iot in front
of Hasting4 passing an amendment to
Constitution to allow senior class president to be
elected at the beginning
of the school year rather
than at the end in order
to provide foi- better student di-ection at graduation
5) having an alumni-student
social
63) purchasing a colo r TV and
raffling off the old one
7) creatingr the first social
calendai- with social exchanges

of A.CT. '; and now voluntees-s help type manuscripts,
compile mailing lists, hunt
apartments, sell subscriptions
and write this newsletter.
"They're a walking public relations organization for us,"
says Baer. "The housing effort, for example-that was
tremendous o-fganization. It's

so unnerving f or an actor to
come to town and spend the
first two weeks looking for a
place to live. Here we had
places checked out for us,
files to look through, neighborhoods combed, and people
willing to drive us around.
It was God-awflly valuable."
Beyond its prime concerns
of training, production, and
performance, A.C.T. sees itself as a potential cultural
catalyst in the Bay Area.
Eventually, it hopes to see
an interrelation of the performing arts here. With a
major orchestra, an opera, a
theater, and a ballet company in San Francisco, the
"let's get so-and-so's money
before the othel-rs do" ittitude
could give way to cooperative

pre- and post-performance
discussions, "Out Rep" productions for schools and for
communities outside of San
Francisco, tours and dress rehearsals for students, and the
taping of plays for television.
(Misalliance has already been
filmed and will be shown in
May.)
In its program of total the.atre training, A.C.T. offers
some 20 special study areas,
including wigmaking, word
analysis, costumes, business
management, stage management, props, and scenic design. "You name it, and there
we are," says Baer. "The
company is rcomplete in itself. You can pick it up and
put it anywhere."
The many outside activities support Baer's contention that A.C.T. is not merely
in the business of putting on
shows. "And we're not concerned merely that the audience get its money's worth,
but that it get something
new," he adds.
That "something new" may
be an integral part of the
marriage between San Francisco and A.CT.
-j " P,

to proceed on the merits of the dispute, holding that the applicants
had the necessary standing to invoke the court's jurisdiction, and
reaffirming the Advisory Opinion of 1950 (I.C.J. reports, 1962, Pp.
338-343). But one holding that subsequently loomed large was the
dispute over whether the controversy was within the scope of
Article '7 of the Mandate, a type of disputes or adjudication clause,.
The issue centered on Respondent's claim that inasmuch as the dis.pute did not "affect any material interests in the applicant States or
their nationals," the dispute was outside the scope of Article 7. The
court ruled to the contrary, holding,".
For the manifest scope
and purport of the provisions of this Article indicate that the
Members of the League were understood to have a legal right or
interest in the obsei-vance of its obligations both toward the inhabitants of the Mandated territory, and toward the League of Nations and its members." (ICJ Repoi-ts, p. 343.)

DECISION

-

1966

The parties filed sixteen volumes of written pleadings and appeared in 100 court session-ts during 1965, all on the mierits. All the
pleadings, hearings, and evidence related solely to the merits as did
all questions directed by several Judges to the parties and witnesses.
The submissions of both parties assumed that the 1962 judgment
had settled all preliminary questions dealing with admissibility of
the claim, and dealt exclusively with the validity. But to the astonishment of observers and analysts, the tribunal held that the applicants did not establish any legal right or interest in appertaining
to them in the subject matter of the claims, and thus the court
was forced to decline to give relief or effect to such claims. The vote
was again 8 to 7. As Judge Jessup explained in his long and vigorous dissent, the policy that was enunciated in 1962 allowed the applicants standing to institute the action, but this decision asserts
that this does not mean they have any legal interest which would
entitle them to judgment on the merits. The dissent declared this
would lead to a procedure of utter futility.

THE BALANCE

Lef
tohisorinscritics, or perhapsa future decision brought
by someone whose interest the court recognizes as being threatened
(perhaps a class action brought by all former members of the
League or the trusteeship council, or the General M~sembly itself),
is the question of South Africa's right to unilaterally modify the
terms of the Mandate.
These are the questions that will continue on February 16th,
and for a considerable period thereafter. And these are among the
problems to which the Society of International Law at Hastings will

expose themselves,
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